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AKASHIC ALPHABET offers a comprehensive, powerful lift for 
the soul and will appeal to conscious adults and intelligent young 
adults, whose intuition resonates. Many people facing imminent life-
transition, their loved ones and caregivers, will find it comforting and 
elevating to the Spirit.

A thought-provoking series of vision narratives coupled with acutely 
sensitive illustrations painted by a Master Artist, conveys diverse 
cultural and spiritual philosophies from around the world, revealing 
a graceful connection of Oneness.

The All are One premise is based on an expanding theory by top-
tiered physicists that all living matter exists in one, vast, quantum 
field of sub-atomic vibrations in the akasha, or space between matter 
and that within this virtual, invisible web of life-energy force, all are connected.

Like spokes to the hub of a cosmic wheel, all leading to Source, the compilation of vital, immortal clues has given rise to 
a unique format, an alliterative, akashic alphabet, tapped from the records of inner, ether consciousness.

“A visual treat showing the A to Z’s of your Akashic record.
Oh and mine too. We are all there.”

~ Fred Alan Wolf, PHD., author of  The Spiritual Universe
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72 pages including 27 Fine Art Master Paintings
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This one-of-a-kind, research-
based, fine art gift book is of  
the highest quality. With a 12” 
x 10.5” Hardcover bound in 
white linen Saifu cloth stamped 
in silver foil, a silk ribbon marker 
and specialty-weight pages, it 
offers a luxurious presentation.

Trenace Rose began her passionate exploration 
of various cultural beliefs at age 16, when intro-
duced to transcendental meditation. Active in the 
Science of Yoga as a spiritual practice for over 24 
years, her continued studies of the Tao, Qigong, 
Buddhism, Shamanism, Naturopathy, Holistic 
Medicine, Animal/Marine Mammal Communi-
cation and astral travel, have played key roles in 
the research and design of this enlightening book.


